OPERATIONS PRESERVING ALL
EQUIVALENCE RELATIONS
FRED GALVIN AND ALFRED HORN1

In the recent book by R. S. Pierce [l, p. 38] the following theorem
is given as an exercise. If / is a finitary operation on a set A of cardinal
>2 and/ has the substitution
property relative to every equivalence
relation on A, then either/ is a constant or / is a projection (that is,
there exists an i such that f(x) =x(i) for all x in the domain of/).
We will determine all operations/,
finitary or not, with this substitution property.
Definition.
| j\ denotes the cardinal of /. If 8 is a cardinal, B+
is the next larger cardinal.
Definition.
If R is an equivalence relation on A and xEA",
yEA", then we write xRy whenever (x(i), y(i))ER
for all iE<x. An
a-ary operation/on
A is said to have the substitution property rela-

tive to R if (f(x),f(y))ER

whenever xRy.

Definition.
If aEA, then Ra denotes the equivalence relation on
A whose equivalence classes are {a} and A— {a}.
Definition.
If 7 is a cardinal, then a filter Fof subsets of 5 is called

7-complete if ("lye./CjEF whenever \j\ <y and CjEF for all jEJEvery

filter is co-complete.

Lemma. Let 7 be a cardinal > 3 and suppose F is a family of subsets
of S. Then F is a y-complete prime filler if and only if the following condi-

tion holds:
(*) Whenever 5 = Uye/ Bj, \ j\ <y, and the B, are pairwise

disjoint,

then BjEF for exactly one jEJ.
Proof. If F is a 7-complete prime filter, then the condition is easily
seen to hold. Suppose (*) holds. For any CES, exactly one of C and

S-C is in F. Suppose CEF and CQDQS. Since S=CKJ(D-Q
W(5 —D), we have S —D(£F. Therefore DEF, and we have shown F
is ancestral. Now suppose CjEF for all jEJ and / is a well ordered
set of cardinal <y. If 7 is finite we may assume | j\ =2 and so in all
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cases, |j|+l<7.
Let Dj = S-Cj and D = Ujej£>,-. Let Bj = Dj
—U,-<;-7>,-.Then 5j£j:F for all jG-/, 7) = Ujey Bj, and the £j are pairwise disjoint. Since S=(S —D)\J\Jje_j Bj, it follows from (*) that
S —DE:F. But S —D = f)jej C,, and so the proof is complete.
Theorem. Let A be a set of cardinal B> 2, and let f be a nonconstant
a-ary operation on A, where a is an ordinal. Then the following are
equivalent.
(i) f has the substitution property relative to every equivalence relation on A;
(ii) / has the substitution
property relative to Ra, for all «£i;
(iii) there exists a j3+-complete prime filter F of subsets of a such that

for all x(EAa,f(x) =the a such that {i: x(i) =a] £7.
Remark. If a is finite, or if j3 is infinite and a is less than the first
measurable
cardinal, the filter F must be principal and so (iii) is
equivalent to the assertion that/ is a projection.
Proof. It is obvious that (i) implies (ii). The proof that (ii) implies
(iii) is divided into parts. Assume / satisfies the hypothesis of (ii).
We may assume that A is identified with /3. We first show

(1) For all x(EAa, f(x) =x(i) for some i.
Suppose for some y,f(y) =a and a^y(i)
for all i. We show/ must
be constant. Suppose/(x)
=b^a
for some x. There exists cG^4 such

that C9^a and cy^b. Let zG-<4a be defined by
2(t) = x(i)

= c

if x(i) ?£ a,

otherwise.

Then zRbX and therefore f(z) = b. But zRay, since z(i)j^a
Hence (f(z),f(y))
= (b, a)€zRa, which is a contradiction.
If B is a subset of a, we define the sequence Xb^A" by

*js(J) = 0
= 1

for all i.

for i G B,
otherwise.

Let F be the set of all subsets B of a such that/(xa)
=0. We show
(2) For any aG^4 and any x(EAa, we have/(x)
=a if and only if

\i: x(i)=a}EF.
Let B= \i: x(i)=a}.
Lety(i)

=aforiG-B,andy(t)

There exists b^A such that bj^a and b^O.
=b otherwise.

Then xRay, and sof(x) =a

if and only if f(y)=a. Let z(i)=0 for JG-B, and z(i)=b otherwise.
Then yRbZ,and therefore/(y)y^b if and only il f(z)y±b. By (1), it follows that/(y) =a if and only if f(z) =0. But xRoXb, and so/(s) =0 if
and only if f(xB) = 0. Hence f(x) = a if and only if 5£7.
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Now we are ready to prove (iii). By (1) and (2), it is clear that

0(£F.

Suppose the family (B,: jEJ)

in the Lemma,

where

satisfies the hypothesis of (*)

S = a and y = B+. By adding

enough

copies of

the empty set we may assume J = 8. Let xE.A" be defined by x(i) =j

when iEBj. Then by (2), B,EF if and only if j=f(x).
condition

Therefore the

(*) of the Lemma holds and Fis a j3+-complete prime filter.

By (2) we see that (iii) holds.
To show that (iii) implies (i), let R be any equivalence relation on
A. Suppose xEA", yEAa and xRy. Then since {i:x(i)=f(x)\
and
{i'.y(i)=f(y)\
are in F, there exists iE<x such that x(i)=f(x)
and

y(i)=f(y)-

Therefore (f(x), f(y)) = (x(i), y(i))ER,

and the proof is

complete.
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